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Example of Retrieving Twitter Data

- This morning I wrote a simple iOS app that retrieves data from Twitter using the new iOS 6 Social framework
  - It took roughly 40 minutes to create this example!
- The new iOS features on display in this example are
  - The use of Objective-C blocks and Grand Central Dispatch
  - Making a web request via the Social framework
  - Receiving a JSON object and “deserializing” it into a set of objects that can be traversed and processed
  - A text field’s ability to autodetect URLs and invoke them in the browser
RT @iDownloadBlog: Apple rel...
VoiceOfTheVoiceless

RT @MauroScinto: A tutti i pos...
alessio pietrangelo

I wanna get iOS 6.0.1 but I feel...
Alyana Jimerson

4Browsers (Productivity) 4Bro...
Free iPhone App Guru

Apple has released iOS 6.0.1...
Seb apple

At least we get iOS updates...
Fake Myke Hurley

iOS 6.0.1 staat op mijn iPhone...
Sven

RT @iphone_ru: Вышла iOS...
mr_Flex (21+)

RT @cultofmac: Apple Relea...
Javier Yañez

RT @MacRumors: Apple Relea...
Russ

RT @iMast777: TweetBot for...
Rey Kardiono

Hy hyu ! кто еще не выложил...

Apple has released iOS 6.0.1 Update your iOS Device now!! #Apple #iOS
http://t.co/QuadKwQ0
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